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Abstract- Replication has become a central element in modern information systems. It plays a great role in 

increasing the availability and performance. This paper presents the architecture, implementation and 

performance of a new replication technique which is concerned with the back-end database of dynamic sites. 
The presented technique, so called “Agent-Scheduling”, uses agents, in both the application server and the 

back-end database, in order to replace the scheduler. The telecommunication benchmark, which is considered 

as a powerful benchmark, used to test up-to fifty database replicas that will play a great role in the evaluation 
process which could be performed through measurements on a web site that follows the TPC-W specifications. 

Moreover, test results show that Agent-Scheduling throughput and response time outperform other algorithms 

especially with large clusters. 
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1   Introduction 
 

Web sites serving dynamic content usually 
consist of a Web server; an application server and 

a backend database (see Fig.1). Replication [1, 2, 

3, & 4] of the back-end database improves 
availability and performance. This paper is based 

on the replication of back-end databases used in 

dynamic web sites. We stress on the case where 

the database back-end is the bottleneck. We also 
argue the nature of the Telecommunication 

workloads such as lazy read-one. We will see that 

write-all replication [5] is the preferred way to 
distribute the data across clusters. 

. 
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Fig.1 Architecture for Dynamic Content Web Site 

 
Fig.1 Architecture for Dynamic 

Content Web Site, which is used to improve Fault 

Tolerance and Data Availability, a Conflict-aware 

scheduling presents a clustering in dynamic web 
site (Fig.2). Conflict-aware scheduling technique 

replicates their scheduler. This replication 

decreases the throughput of systems, so we replace 
the scheduler and construct agents in the 

application server tier and the back-end database to 

play the scheduling role. The presented technique, 
which has been presented in this paper, does not 

require any changes to the database engine  

 

 
Fig.2 Clustering in a Dynamic Content Web Site 

 

We use lazy replication to achieve a 
copy serial ability, without using the scheduler to 

increase the throughput of the system. The presented 

technique use common software platforms such as 

C# and Oracle Relational database [6]. Since we are 
mostly interested in Telecommunication sites, we 

use the DWT-B Telecommunication benchmark in 
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our evaluation with the same specifications of TPC-

W [7]. This benchmark specifies three workloads 
(Read, Write and Mix) with different percentages of 

writes in the workload. Our evaluation uses 

simulation to confirm the performance effects of 

larger clusters. Our results show that Agent-
scheduling has the best throughput and response 

time compared with other algorithms. The outline of 

this paper is presented as the following: section (2) 
provides the necessary background on the 

characteristics of dynamic content applications, 

section (3) introduces our solution, section (4) 
describes the fault tolerance of our solution, section 

(5) describes other scheduling techniques introduced 

for comparison with the Agent-Scheduling technique 

and section (6) presents Telecommunication 
benchmark and its platform. We then show the 

results in section (7) and finally, section (8) shows 

the conclusion of this paper. 
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Fig.3 Agent-scheduling Replication 

 

 

2 Dynamic Content Web Sites 
Nowadays, the world is interested in 

using Dynamic web sites rather than static HTML 

and image files. Dynamic content is used in many 

online services that need access to current 
information such as telecommunication, e-commerce 

and electronic banking. Hence improving 

availability is critical for businesses [8]. Moreover, 
dynamic web sites are generated by a combination of 

web server; an application server and a back-end 

database (see Fig.1). The web server serves all static 
content and forwards requests for dynamic content 

to the application server. The application server 

executes the code that captures the business logic of 

the web site and issues queries to the database, 
which stores the dynamic state of the site [9]. Due to 

high availability, fault tolerant systems replicate the 

application server and database server. We will then 
need to manage all transactions across all replicas. 

 

 
 

3 Agent-scheduling Replication 
3.1 Overview 
The implementation consists of two types of 
processes (see figure 3): 

 

1-sequencer agent process (one for each application 
server),  

2-database agent processes (one for each database 

replica). 

 
All sequencer agents in all application servers 

are assigned a unique sequence number for each 

transaction. A database agent access the database 
server by letting an operation proceed only if the 

database has already processed all conflicting 

operations that precede it in the sequence number 

order and all operations that precede it in the same 
transaction. The sequencer agent receives various 

operations from the web servers, forwards them to 

one or more of the database agent, and relays the 
responses back to the application servers. We will 

describe in section (4) additional state maintained 

for fault tolerance 

 

3.2 Single write Transactions 
When the Sequencer Agent receives 

Single-Write transactions, it obtains a sequence 

number for that transaction. Then the transaction 

will be forward to all database agents, when the 
first database agent replies, the Sequencer agent 

sends an acknowledgement back to the user. After 

that, the user can send another transaction. 
 

3.3 Single Read Transactions  
When the Sequencer Agent receives read 

transaction, it forwards it to one of database agents, 

where it will execute after previous conflicting 

transactions have finished. To choose a replica for 
the read, the Sequencer Agent first selects the set of 

replicas with the earlier updated transaction, if more 

than one has been completed; a replica with the 

lowest load will be selected. 
 

3.4 Compound Transaction 
On the transaction, that has a combination of 

read and write, here the database agent receives the 

response of sub transaction and forwards it to the 

Sequencer Agent. Then the database agent submits 
the next operation waiting in the transaction queue, 

if any Sequencer Agent returns the response to the 

web server from any sub transactions from any 
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database agent, then the Sequencer Agent updates its 

corresponding record. 
 

3.5 Load Balancing 
We measure load balancing in each replica by using 
Queue weighting. We weight read transaction by 1, 

write transaction by 2 and update Transaction by 3. 

[10] We calculate the summation of all weights in 
every queue at database tier and the queue length 

updates the weights every timeout. The Sequencer 

Agent chooses the minimum weight from the set of 

replicas that finish prior conflicting transactions. 
 

3.6 The Sequencer Agent State 
The Sequencer Agent manages each active 

transaction by generating its sequence number and 

deals with other Sequencers and records the 

sequence. In addition, it maintains a record for each 
operation that occurs in one or more database agents. 

The record will be created when an operation is 

received from the web server, and update sent to the 
database engines, or when a reply is received from 

one of them. The record for a read operation will be 

deleted as soon as the response is received and will 
then be delivered to the application server. For every 

replicated operation (i.e., lock request, write, commit 

or abort) the agent record SCN (Oracle System 

Change Number) and Replica number. The 
sequencer Agent records the current load of each 

database. This value is updated with new 

information included in each reply from a database 
agent. 

 

Function Receiving_transaction(T) 

  Create_trans_record() 
Generate_seq(T) 

Update_tran_info(T,seq,C) 

end 
 

Function Send_trans(T,seq,TType) 

If  TType==read 
   D=small_load() 

Send_trans_to_db(T,seq,D) 

Store_DB_load(Dn,seq) 

Else 
Chk_all_DBagent_available() 

For k in 1 to Dn 

         Send_trans_to_db(T,seq,Dn) 
         Store_DB_load(Dn,seq) 

End for 

End if 
end 

 

Function Reviving_ack(Dn,seq) 

update_DB_load(Dn,seq) 

Send_ack_to_webServer() 
If  TType==read 

   Delete_ trans_record(seq) 

Else  

Store_Ack_list(Dn) 
For k in 1 to max_list 

Chk false 

For D in 1 to Dn 
If  list[k]== D 

     Chk true 

End if 
End for 

If  Chk==false 

     Exit loop; 

End if 
End for 

If  Chk==true 

  Delete_ trans_record(seq); 
End if 

End if 

End. 
 

3.7 The Database Agent State 
The database agent maintains a read-write 

lock Queue [5]. These lock queues are maintained 

in order of the sequence numbers. The database 

agent manages the transaction queues in every 
transaction, and maintains an out-of-order queue for 

all operations that arrives out of sequence number 

order. 

 
Function Receiving_transactionINDB(T,seq) 

If  in_order=seq 

Lock_queue1seq 
in_order in_order+1 

Else 

If tim_out 

    Send_faild_trans(in_order) 
End if 

Lock_queue2seq 

End if 
End 

Function Do_trans() 

If  out_order= Lock_queue1 
Do_trans Lock_queue1 

Excute Do_trans 

Send_ack(Do_trans) 

Else 
   If out_order= Lock_queue2 

Do_trans Lock_queue2 

Excute Do_trans 
Send_ack(Do_trans) 

   Else 

       Send_faild_trans(out_order) 
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   End if 

End if 
End 

 

3.8 Sequence Number 
When the web server executes the 

transaction, it sends read and write operations to the 

Sequencer: At the application tier the Sequencer 
Agent tags each operation with the sequence number 

that has been assigned to the transaction. Those 

sequence numbers holds both the web server number 

and transaction number in order of its web server 
transaction and send this number to all Sequencer 

Agents. 

 
Function  Generate_seq(T) 

Split_transaction(T,type) 

for k in 1 to Tn 
Seqnew Check_seq_avaliable(); 

Send_seq_to_all_agent() 

End for 

End. 
 

 

4 Fault Tolerance and Data 

Availability 
To increase the database availability we must 

determine the state of all processes in the system in 
case of failure [3]. 

 

4.1 Fault Tolerance of the Sequencer Agent   
At the beginning of each transaction, a 

Sequencer Agent sends to all other Sequencer 

Agents a message containing the sequence number 
for this transaction, and waits for an 

acknowledgment from all of them. All other 

Sequencer Agents create a record with the sequence 

number. If either the Sequencer Agent or application 
server fails, replication of the sequence numbers on 

all Sequencer Agents will restart the sequence with 

the last sequence number on other machines. In case 
of all Sequencer Agents failures, the sequence 

numbers are reset everywhere (Sequencer Agents, 

Database Agent). 

 

4.2 Network Failure 
To solve the network connection failures, 

the database Agent uses a timeout mechanism to 

detect missing transaction. The Sequencer Agents 

roll forward the transaction to database agent again. 

 

4.3 Database Failures 
When a database recovers from failure, its database 
agent contacts all available Sequencer Agents and 

selects one Sequencer Agent to coordinate its 

recovery. The coordinating Sequencer Agent 
instructs the recovering database to install a current 

database snapshot from another replica, with its 

current state. Each Sequencer Agent re-establishes 

its connections to the database agent and adds the 
replica to its set of available machines. The 

Sequencer Agent starts sending to this replica at the 

beginning of the next transaction. The database 
agent becomes up-to-date. 

 

5 Other Algorithms used for Comparison 
In this section, we introduce a number of 

other scheduling algorithms for comparison. The 

first algorithm is an eager replication scheme that 
allows us to show the benefits of asynchrony. We 

then look at a number of scheduling algorithms for 

lazy replication. The second algorithm is a 
conventional scheduler that chooses a fixed replica 

based on load at the beginning of the transaction and 

executes all operations on that replica. The third 

algorithm is another fixed-replica approach, but it 
introduces one feature of conflict-aware scheduling: 

the fixed replica is chosen as the one that responds 

first to the transaction’s lock request rather than the 
least loaded one. We then move away from fixed-

replica algorithms, allowing different replicas to 

execute reads on the same transaction, as in conflict-
aware scheduling. The fourth and final scheduler 

chooses the replica with the lowest load at the time 

of the read. In all algorithms, we use the same 

concurrency control mechanism. 
 

5.1 Eager Replication (Eager) 

Eager Replication follows the algorithm 
described by figure [5], which uses synchronous 

execution of lock requests, writes and commits on 

all replicas. The scheduler waits for completion of 

all write or commit operations on all replicas, before 
sending a response back to the application server. 

The scheduler directs a read to the replica with the 

lowest load. 
 

5.2 Fixed Replica Based on Load (FRL)  

FR-L is a conventional scheduling 
algorithm, in which the scheduler is essentially a 

load balancer [11]. At the beginning of the 

transaction, the scheduler selects the replica with the 

lowest load. Write operations and commits are sent 
to all replicas, and the reply is sent back to the 

application server when the chosen replica replies to 

the scheduler. Reads are sent to the chosen replica. 
The FR-L scheduler needs to record only the chosen 

replica for the duration of each transaction. 
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5.3 Fixed Replica Based on Conflict (FRC) 

FR-C is identical to FR-L, except that the 
scheduler chooses the replica that first responds to 

the lock request as the fixed replica for this 

transaction [11]. Similarly as in FR-L, all reads are 

sent to this replica, and a response is returned to the 
application server when this replica responds to a 

lock request, a write or a commit. The FR-C 

scheduler’s state is also limited to the chosen replica 
for each transaction. 

 

5.4 Conflict-Aware Scheduling (ConflA) 
In the ConflA scheduler, in the case of write 

operation, the response to the application server is 

sent as soon as the first response is received from 

any replica. A read is sent to the replica with the 
lowest load at the time the read arrives at the 

scheduler [11]. In this algorithm, we do not need to 

remember any replica that completes its transaction. 
 

 

6- Benchmarks Platform 
6.1 Telecommunication benchmark 

Telecommunication benchmark presents a 
benchmark that used to evaluate database 

performance for telecommunication sites with 

dynamic content. The model covers most important 
features of dynamic web site and telecommunication 

requirements. The services are modeled using 

simple transactions that represent the services. The 
benchmark also uses a workload model from 

telecommunication web site. In addition, we add the 

measurement of response time. The client emulator 

invokes oracle performance view that d collects 
CPU, memory, I/O (input and output) and Response 

Time  from the oracle Performance View. 

 

6.2. Software Environment 

The Benchmark use C# to make the site and use 

thread technique to implement clients’ connection. 

We use Oracle10g as database server [6].  
 

6.3. Hardware Platform 

The Web server and the database server run on an 
Intel 2.2 GHz Dual core CPU with 2GB RAM, and a 

Maxtor 160GB 5,400rpm disk drive. A number of 2 

GHz Intel machines run the client emulation 
software. We must have enough client emulation 

machines to be sure that the clients do not become a 

bottleneck in any of our experiments. All machines 

have connected through a switched 10/100Mbps 
Ethernet LAN and the server connected with 

10/1000 Ethernet LAN. 

 

6.4 Workloads and Application Sizing 

The Benchmark presents three different 
workloads, the browsing contains read-only scripts, 

and the calling contains write scripts while the 

charging mix contains both read and update scripts. 

The database contains 10,000 accounts where every 
client can mix transaction from more than 10,000 

mixed transactions randomly. For the 

telecommunication site, we use three workload 
mixes: a browsing call History mix made up of only 

read-only transactions, a site with a large user base 

in which 99.5% of accesses are reads [12]. A Calling 
mix that includes write interactions and charging 

made up of read-write transactions. We always have 

about 10,000 accounts. We keep a history of 

500,000 calls in the History table. We assume that 
users give feedback for call transactions. We use the 

(Delay Time) think time and the session time 

specified by TPC-W.  
 

 

7-Results   

 
Fig.4 Response Time 

 

Fig.4 presents a comparison of the average response 

time for the five algorithms and the three workloads 
(Read-Write-Mix). These results show that the 

Agent-scheduling provides better average response 

times than all other algorithms. Reducing waiting 
time in the scheduler server has an effect on 

response time. 

 
Fig.5 Throughput for Write Transactions 
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Fig.6 Throughput for Read Transactions 

 

 
Fig.7 Throughput for Mix Transactions 

 

 
Fig.5 to Fig.7 shows the throughput of the 

various algorithms for each of the three workloads. 

The x-axis presents the number of database 

machines, and the y-axis presents the number of 
transactions per second. We show in Fig.5 the 

throughput in write transactions lower than other 

workload and the read transactions is the biggest in 
Fig.6 and we show that Agent-Scheduling has larger 

throughput compared to the other algorithms 

although Conflict Aware algorithm still have good 
throughput. 

8 Conclusion 
We described the Agent-Scheduling 

replication technique for database replicas serving as 

a backend database to a dynamic site. Agent-
Scheduling replaces the scheduler Server with agents 

that work together to do the same task of the 

scheduler and we show that agents reduce the 
waiting time in write and read transactions. We 

evaluated Agent-Scheduling, by the measurement of 

simulation. We used software platforms commonly 

using: C# and Oracle 10g database. We used the 
various workload mixes of the TPC-W benchmark to 

evaluate and compare between all algorithms. Our 

simulations show that Agent-Scheduling scales well 
against larger clusters and faster machines. 
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